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To: D. Stewatd from Auret
1. As you know Genl. Geldenhuys and his delegation visited Ongiva today for discussions with an Angolan delegation
headed by De Moura and including, with the exception of its usual members, also Maj. Jose Maria, Secretary of
Defence in the President’s Office and Maj. Mutindi (?), governor of the Cunene Province.
2. At a pre-meeting discussion, Genl. Geldenhuys indicated that he wanted to make use of the meeting, which would not
take place under the usual pressures of deciding to move the headquarters of the JMC or not, to indicate to the
Angolans that the final and most critical phase of Phase One of the present operation had been reached. The
Commission had reached the final point before the final move to Oshikango, i.e. the withdrawal from Angola and the
South African Government would have to be satisfied that the process had achieved its objective and that a visible
peace had been established in the area in question (AIQ) before the final move could be made. He was of the opinion
that no SWAPO presence or movement in the AIQ should be seen as insignificant and that if there was even the
slightest indication that this was the case, the JMC should not move.
3. In his opening remarks at the meeting, De Moura said that there was not much to discuss but that he wanted to reiterate
that the process in which South African and Angola was engaged should proceed apace. The sincerity of the Angolan
government to achieve success made it possible that senior members of its government could attend such meetings
to assist the JMC in its work. He saw the purpose of the meeting as evaluating progress which had been made and
planning its next steps. He would also like to receive information regarding the timing of the next ministerial meeting,
the proposed agenda and the names of the South African delegation.
4. Geldenhuys pointed out that it had become a routine for him to visit the JHC at regular intervals in the past. Although a
precise period could not always be determined, every opportunity should be used to assist the JMC in its work. He
agreed that there was not much to discuss since the last meeting had taken place only a few days ago and the JMC
had only just moved to Ongiva. With regard to the exchange of prisoners he indicated that this matter would soon be
finalized since the mechanics had been set in motion. Turning to the JMC, he said that he wished to raise one
important and serious point. A critical stage of the process agreed to at Lusaka had been reached. The next move of
the JMC would be the last physical step in this process.
[Excised], which embodied a peace plan for the AIQ. In a week or so, the truth would have to be faced and the
question asked whether or not the Lusaka Agreement had worked. The general feeling, also amongst the South
African public, was that progress has been made. The activities of the JMC had been made public through the press,
radio and TV, and the public was aware of the various meves of the JMC from Cuvelai, southwards. Everyone was
eagerly waiting to see what would happen when the JMC moved to Oshikango.
There was an expectation whether or not there would be peace. The Lusaka Agreement and the JMC activities
had been presented in a positive light, also in a TV program which had been factual and non-controversial and had
been seen by the JMC. This had added to the expectancy, although not everyone in South Africa was positively
disposed to the agreement. The South African Government (SAG) had to consider all these factors in judging the
results which had been achieved. The SAG was adamant that everything should be done to make the Agreement
work. If, in the next week or two, events should show that all was not well, this could have a serious effect on the
process. The SAG could be placed in an embarrassing situation and future steps and progress could be negatively
influenced. The SAG required the JMC to do everything in its power to ensure success.
Success and the evaluation thereof could not only be based on the good cooperation which existed between the
components of the JMC, but on whether the terms of the agreement had been and still are being observed. The
question which have to be asked was whether there were South African, Cuban or SWAPO troops in the AIQ. The
SAG would not give its blessing to a move to Oshikango if a situation in which the terms of the agreement had not
been fulfilled.
5. At this stage I said I had not yet received any information regarding the ministerial meeting but I would be in a position to
respond early next week.
6. In his comments on Geldenhuys’s remarks, De Moura launched a long and rambling exposition of his point of view.
Apart from rehashing his known and negative views of violation of Angolan sovereignty, he said that SA had tried to
propagandize the information which it had released on the activities of the JMC. He referred also to the question of
the UNITA bandits and solution to problem of Namibia. At this point Geldenhuys interrupted De Moura and said that
he was not prepared to continue discussions if De Moura persisted in speaking substantively on matters falling
outside the ambit of the Lusaka Agreement and in using offending language. De Moura responded that he had had no
intention of offending. Geldenhuys rejoined and amongst others pointed out that other forums has been created to
discuss the points De Moura had referred to. He repeated that the point at issue was what the position would be when
the JMC reached Oshikango. Would the peace which had been created be maintained and would the terms of the

Lusaka Agreement be continued to be respected. There should be no SWAPO, Cuban troops or SA forces in the air.
If there were any violations in this regard it should be brought to the notice of the JMC. He wanted to state that in his
view the JMC should continue to operate in the past until such time as further ministerial discussions took place and
other decisions had been reached. The discussions were thereafter adjourned without setting a date for the next
meeting.
7. De Moura’s outburst is perhaps typical of what we have come to expect of him but he clearly embarrassed the other
members of his delegation who were, in my view, receptive to the points raised by Geldenhuys. However, it is
patently clear that political questions such as UNITA, which fall outside the purview of the JMC, are becoming
increasingly important to the Angolans and that such questions and others will have to be discussed at a further
meeting at ministerial level. This, I believe, should take place sooner rather than later. Even though these matters are
not discussed at JMC level, I fear that the continued reference to them at this level will, to a large extent, negatively
influence the atmosphere in the JMC. I do not think this is conducive to the future activities of the JMC, especially now
when we are about to conclude the first ’30 day’ period and to proceed with the second period of 30 days.
Geldenhuys made this point clearly and effectively in his reaction to De Moura, but I believe that we should seriously
consider a further ministerial meeting as soon as possible.
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